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Executive Summary
We must engage with the future or we will stumble blindly into it.
Environmental challenges such as water management and climate change are
icked pro le s’ – multifaceted, messy and circular. Simplistic solutions often
reveal or create even more complex problems (Wilkinson and Eidenow 2008).
Water management in Western Palerang poses such a problem.
Scenario planning is a powerful tool for tackling wicked problems. It uses the best
available information about current conditions to tease out several coherent sets of
plausible future conditions. These sets of conditions are articulated as scenarios,
and then presented for discussion. In this way, scenarios help us to examine
different options, see the direction we are heading, and prepare us for its
implications.
In Part A, this report uses the knowledge and uncertainties presented in five earlier
reports within the series, to present three plausible, future water management
scenarios for Western Palerang. The earlier reports covered water resources, water
quality, climate variability, population pressures, and institutional arrangements.
The three scenarios each envisage a 2022 future. They vary in the intensity of water
reforms applied between 2012 and 2022. The three scenarios are summarised as
follows:
Holding course: Low-intensity policy implementation.
Rocking the boat: Moderate-intensity policy implementation.
Making waves: High-intensity policy implementation.
This report is the final of a serious of Water Futures Reports developed by Palerang
Council under a Strengthening the Basin Communities Grant, funded by the
Australian Government. Part A integrates the results of all reports in developing the
scenarios. Part B describes the consultation processes that were undertaken to
present the results. Part C presents the results from community consultation.
Responses were sought about the set of water futures reports – on water
resources, water quality, population pressures and climate change. Comments were
also invited about the scenarios developed in this report, and about the priorities
for action. Responses to all of these questions are presented individually, followed
by a synthesis of all responses covering common themes, differing viewpoints and
enduring questions. This consultation process did not aim or claim to provide
statistically valid results that can be generalised to the population of Western
Palerang. But the themes identified below do represent some views and differences
among people interested in water, planning and development.
Common themes were those that came up frequently in responses and where
opinions were never contradicted. There was general agreement among
respondents about the need for:
Greater knowledge of the groundwater resource,
Draft Basin Strengthening Priorities Report Final. July 2012.
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Community education about water management,
Greater regulation of water resources, and
Self-sufficient local water supply, rather than reticulated water from
Canberra/Queanbeyan.
Issues that generated disagreement among respondents included:
The relationship between population growth and water management,
The quality and outcomes of current planning practices,
Whether scenario 1 (Holding Course) is even possible, given that it appears
unsustainable, and
Community capacity to deliver solutions.
Questions that were posed but not answered during consultation, and are worthy
of further research, reporting and public discussion. These included:
The inclusion of Lake George in the Murray Darling Basin,
The impact of forestry on climate change, and
The appropriateness of current legal requirements for water management.
The project has aimed to deliver valuable new scientific knowledge about the
sustainability of water management in Western Palerang. The best outcome will be
an informed and robust, long and transparent discussion between all stakeholders
a out Wester Palera g’s ater future. Readers are encouraged to take part in this
discussion.
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Part A – Knowledge, Uncertainty, and Scenario
Planning
1

Knowledge and Uncertainty in water
management

Environmental challenges such as water management and climate change are
icked pro le s’ – multifaceted, messy and circular. Simplistic solutions often
reveal or create even more complex problems (Wilkinson and Eidenow 2008).
Water management in Western Palerang is an example of a wicked environmental
problem. Scientific uncertainty about water resource availability and future climatic
conditions combines with numerous, competing stakeholder priorities to create a
raft of uncertainties about future water demand and supply. Decisions being made
today will determine long-term conditions for water availability to different
stakeholders groups in the future. But how do we know if we are providing the right
balance?
Faced with such wicked problems, many global experts have been turning to
sce ario’ planning. These methods articulate different plausible, future scenarios
to help stakeholders explore the implications of current decisions on future
conditions (see WBCSD 2006; IPCC 2000).
Scenario planning starts by gathering the best available information about current
conditions. Scenario planners work with knowledge and uncertainties to tease out
several sets of plausible, future conditions which are most likely to be realised
together. Each set is articulated as a discrete sce ario’. They are presented for
discussion, so that those involved in the debates can imagine the combined, longterm impacts of decisions being taken today. In this way, scenarios help us to
examine different options, see the direction we are heading, and be prepared for its
implications.
This report presents three future scenarios for water resource management in
Western Palerang. These scenarios are based on the best available knowledge
about local water resource management, which has been assembled through five
earlier reports. The previous reports have focused on:
a) Water resources – the storage capacity, size, allocations, interceptions and
extractions, farm dams, bores, and pumping from natural water courses
(Beavis 2012).
b) Climate variability – the range of predicted changes to key climate
variables impacting on water security, including rainfall, temperature,
evaporation, extreme weather events and seasonal variations (Wild-River
2012).
c) Population pressures – development trends and associated water impacts
(Carroll 2011).
d) Water quality – reflecting the combined impact of the above three factors,
and other factors, on turbidity, salinity and other water quality issues
Draft Basin Strengthening Priorities Report Final. July 2012.
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(Holloway et al 2012).
e) Snapshot on Sustainability - an overview of institutional arrangements and
issues for water management and a summary of results from the four
previous reports (Wild-River 2011b).
Table 1 below, summarises some key findings from these earlier reports – about the
water availability, climatic variability, water quality and population pressures facing
Wester Palera g’s ater resources. The known factors in the left-hand column
underpin all of the future scenarios that are described later on. The uncertainties in
the right-hand column are the features that differ between scenarios. The intensity
and spatial variability of some of these known factors and uncertainties can be seen
in the information presented in Fact Sheets – presented in Appendix 4. Please refer
to the earlier reports for more maps, data and interpretation of the status of
knowledge and uncertainty on focal issues.
Table 2 summarises the statutory framework for managing water resources in
Western Palerang. This is the toolkit currently being developed and used by
decision makers to shape future water availability. As with Table 1, the established
statutes and arrangements in the left-hand column underpin all of the later
scenarios. The potential controls in the right hand column may be implemented to
greater or lesser extents in the future, depending on the socio-political realities that
emerge in Australia in coming decades. Again, these are the uncertainties, whose
application varies between scenarios.
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Table 1:

Knowledge and uncertainties in water management
Knowledge

Surface Water resources are significantly
over-allocated in parts of Western Palerang,
while other areas are allocated within
sustainable yield.
Water
availability
(Beavis
2012)

More dams and bores continue to be
established. This is further increasing water
extraction from rivers and aquifers.
Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) is being
considered as an option for increasing
sustainable yields in Regional ACT (URS
2010).

Current climatic spatial variability is much
greater than the changes that will occur
through climate change – at least over the
next 50 years.
Climate
variability
(Wild-River
2011)

All of Western Palerang is very likely to
become hotter in the coming decades.
Decades-long patterns of dry and wet times
will continue.

Uncertainties
The downstream local waterdependent ecosystem impacts of
extraction above sustainable limits in
Western Palerang.
The capacity of local aquifers to
continue supplying high-quality
groundwater to increasing extractions.
Anecdotal evidence suggests up to four
unlicensed bores exist for every one
licensed.
The exact water balance – or quantities
and flows of water in rainfall,
groundwater aquifers, dams, tanks,
and leaving through surface outflows
and evaporation.

How much hotter it will be.
The impact on water resources of
increased extreme weather events –
bushfires, high wind events, floods and
droughts.
Future total water balances – whether
rainfall will be higher or lower overall
for any particular decade.

Western, Northern (lower-altitude) areas are
already hotter and drier than the Eastern,
Southern (higher) places in Western Palerang
and the differences will most likely increase.

Water
quality
(Holloway
et al 2011)

Parts of the study area have a high pollution
risk from on-site sewage management
systems, gully and streambank erosion, road
crossings and grazing.
Increasing density of rural residential land
places significant pressure on water quality.
The study area is one of the fastest growing
areas of NSW and this trend continues.

Population
pressures
(Carroll
2011)

Rural residential subdivisions are continuing
to increase.
The new Local Environmental Plan (LEP)
allows for more subdivisions and dual
occupancies and this will further increase the
number of lots holding basic landholder
rights to harvest water.

Potential risks from aquifer over-use
are not yet clear, but pollution of highquality aquifers is possible through
draw-down of either lower quality,
over-lying aquifers, or of contaminated
water sources.

Where will the increased population be
housed? Predominantly in rural
residential subdivisions and dual
occupancies, in the towns, or balanced
across both.
The exact demographics and location
of the new population.
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Table 2:
Scales

National –
the National
Water
Initiative
(NWI) and
the National
Water Act
2007 (NWA)

Established and potential features of water management frameworks
Established
All state and territory governments signed onto
the NWI with the goal of returning all systems to
sustainable levels of extraction (CoAG 2004-06).
NWI-driven water markets are maturing and most
water rights have been unbundled from land and
infrastructure ownership (NWC 2011).
Security of most water entitlements is established
with varying levels of security depending on
importance for social, economic and
environmental needs (NWC 2011).
The Basin Cap (the Cap) is limiting the volume of
water diverted from rivers in the NSW Murray
Darling Basin (MDB) to below what is allowed
under the cap (MDBMC 1995; NSWNOW 2011 p2).

Regional –
The Basin
Plan

Water for new developments must be gained
through efficiencies or purchase (WMA).
Current MDB diversions are extremely variable
between catchments.
Western Palerang is in the headwaters, and
historical recharge zone of the significantly overallocated Murrumbidgee catchment.
Water sharing plans (WSPs) that protect
environmental flow, have been developed for
most areas (NSWOW).
Water access licences or approvals required for all
commercial purposes and in place where WSPs
have commenced.

State – the
NSW Water
Management
Act (WMA)

Minister can reduce entitlements during dry times.
Work is ongoing to cap free flowing bores and
replace them with piped supplies. A moratorium
on new bores continues in some pressured
systems and savings are being achieved (NSWNOW
2011 p8).
Basic water rights remain tied to land holdings for
domestic and stock, native title and harvestable
rights – dams. New water rights accrue to each
new subdivision.

Local

Local Environmental Plan governs individual land
use change decisions, which carry with them basic
landholder rights.

Potential

Australia is not on track to
achieve the statutory
timeframes for full water
management outcomes (NWC
2011).
Slow progress in identifying and
restoring over-allocated and
overused systems (NWC 2011).

The Cap does not limit
groundwater use but in NSW
groundwater entitlements are
being progressively reduced
(NSWNOW 2011 p4).
Cap limits are still being worked
out for ACT.
Guide to a Basin Plan met with
significant opposition, and
Basin Plan is not finalised.

Most WSPs are still in draft
form.
Capacity exists for NSW Water
Minister to limit basic
landholder water rights by
regulation.
Minister can also restrict
harvestable rights eg during
droughts.
Hard to estimate or limit water
diversions from basic water
rights.

New LEP could use DCPs to
limit creation of new water
rights at the subdivision stage.
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2

Three future scenarios

The three scenarios accept the known and established conditions as a starting point
then identify logical groups of the uncertainties and potentials. The fundamental
difference between the three scenarios is the intensity of implementation of water
management statutes.
High intensity implementation means that water restrictions are in place, and
supported by enforcement and incentives programs. We envisage that this will have
flow-on effects to population demographics, and be associated with a lower overall
population growth in Western Palerang, with a greater proportion of new houses in
the towns.
The scenarios are drafted for the year 2022. It is envisaged that each of the
scenarios has progressed during a decade of relatively favourable environmental
conditions. Although there are relatively wet and dry years, no major drought,
catastrophic bushfire, flood or other natural resource management disaster is
envisaged.
The three scenarios are summarised as follows:
Holding course: Low-intensity policy implementation.
Rocking the boat: Moderate-intensity policy implementation.
Making waves: High-intensity policy implementation.
The Scenarios are summarised in Table 3. This outlines the core elements of each
scenario, including:
Climate variability –assumed constant between scenarios,
Population pressures – greatest for Scenario 1, and least for Scenario 3,
Reticulated water supply – increased through cross-border supplies in
Scenarios 1 and 2 and through water licence buy-backs in Scenario 3,
Groundwater abstraction – variable between scenarios due to differences in
metering, enforcement and regulation,
Surface water abstractions – variable between scenarios due to different
population growth, enforcement of harvestable rights and sustainable water
planning,
Water quality – degrades in Scenario 1 due to impacts of rural residential
subdivision. Other scenarios have tighter controls on on-site sewage
management systems (OSSMs), and Scenario 3 increases water monitoring,
National Water Initiative – implementation continues to lag in timing and
outcomes in Scenario 1, but lifts in Scenario 3 with additional resource
provision,
The Basin Plan – strengthens downstream pressure on water recharge from
Palerang in Scenarios 2 and 3,
Water Management Act and Water Sharing Plans – are reviewed after five
years and replaced after 10, with varying intensity of cease-to-pump, special
Draft Basin Strengthening Priorities Report Final. July 2012.
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environmental rules, daily flow sharing and restrictions on basic landholder
rights,
Palerang Local Environmental Plan – achieves varying enforcement
outcomes for harvestable rights restrictions. In Scenario 3 changes in land
ownership trigger re-licensing of bores, imposition of metering, review of
riparian rights and other water management compliance outcomes,
Water availability – abstraction is slightly below 2012 levels under Scenario
3, but is significantly higher in Scenario 1 and 2.
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Table 3:

Scenario Summary
Scenario 1
Holding Course

Climate
Variability

Population
Pressures (see
Appendix 1)

Reticulated
water supply

Groundwater
extractions

Scenario 2
Rocking the Boat

Scenario 3
Making Waves

All scenarios have the same climatic conditions. From 2012 to 2022 there are some drier years, some wetter years, but no really
extreme droughts or floods. The question is – how well does each scenario set us up for the droughts, heatwaves, fires and
extreme rain events that will occur at some time?
2.7% annual population growth
2.3% annual population growth
means 1180 new houses. Rural
means 1000 new houses. There is a
1.8% population growth means 785 new houses.
residential subdivisions continue to
greater emphasis on development
grow strongly and 800 new
within towns, but significant rural
Town developments are favoured, with 520 new
developments are in rural residential residential expansion still occurs,
houses in Bungendore and Captains Flat. 180
zones. There are 200 new houses in
mostly in the Googong Dam
new rural residential houses are approved,
rural areas and 180 in the towns.
catchment. There are 400 new
mostly within the Googong Dam catchment and
Most rural residential development is houses in the towns, 400 new rural
the 85 new houses are in rural areas.
in the Googong Dam catchment
residential lots and 200 in rural
(around Burra).
zonings.
No reticulated cross-border water supply.
ActewAGL extends reticulated water
As with scenario 1. ActewAGL
Palerang secures assistance to purchase largesupply from Queanbeyan to
extends reticulated water supply
under-used water allocations from commercial
Bungendore. Increased water
from Queanbeyan to Bungendore.
irrigators. Imposes permanent water restrictions,
security, quality, but also permanent
Increased water security, quality,
and water charges increase in line with inflation.
water restrictions and higher charges but also permanent water
Large water tanks required in new developments
equivalent to ACT.
restrictions and higher charges.
in town, and during changes of land ownership.
Up 20%. New stock and domestic
Up 10%. New stock and domestic
Stabilised at 2012 levels. Embargo on new stock
bores allowed although the WSP
bores allowed, with extractions
and domestic bores in areas with evidence of
limits this to 1% of long-term rainfall. limited to 1% of long-term rainfall.
over-extraction. Metering required for all new
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With no metering or enforcement,
many new bores continue to be
drilled without formal approval.

Surface water
extractions

Water Quality

Harvestable rights enforced after
subdivisions, so some farm dams
existing before WMA are filled in to
allow for subdivision approval.
Abstraction from farm dams up 20%.

Expansion of unsealed road network
and continuation of existing policies
for OSSMs as population grows.
Increased water pollution from
nutrient and sediment load in creeks.

Metering required for all new bores
and NSWOW is better resourced to
undertake monitoring and
enforcement where companies are
suspected of drilling illegal bores.
Incentives available to improve
pipework efficiency.

bores and during changes of land ownership.
Limits are enforceable and NSWOW is better
resourced to undertake monitoring and
enforcement, with additional audits where
excess extractions are suspected. Incremental
increase in water extraction regulation (see LEP
below). Incentives available to improve pipework
efficiency.

Over-allocations reduced through
enforcement of harvestable rights
during subdivisions and incentives to
consolidate small, shallow dams.
Abstraction in farm dams up 10%.
Water availability considered in all
new subdivisions. Sustainable water
plan required for all new
subdivisions, taking account of
harvestable rights, roof area, water
tank size, grey water recycling and
re-use systems.

Over-allocations reduced through enforcement
of harvestable rights during subdivisions and
incentives to consolidate small, shallow dams.
Abstraction in farm dams reduced by 10%. Water
availability considered in all new subdivisions and
at change of land ownership. Sustainable water
plan required for all new subdivisions, taking
account of harvestable rights, roof area, water
tank size, grey water recycling and re-use
systems.

Tighter controls on OSSMs and
expansions to the unsealed road
network limit water quality declines.

In addition to the tighter controls in Scenario 2,
NSW Health imposes water quality monitoring on
a cross-section of bores, with cease-to-pump
restrictions available if quality declines. Greater
monitoring of surface water quality and an
incremental increase in water quality regulation
(see LEP below). Rates reductions for monitored
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National
Water
Initiative

Implementation continued to lag
behind intended timeframes and
extraction limits.

Commenced with less than the
initially-proposed requirements for
The Basin Plan
returning water for environmental
flows.

NSW Water
Management
Act (WMA)
and Water
Sharing Plans
(WSPs)

Water Sharing Plans reviewed after 5
years and replaced after 10 years.
Hydrological stress assessed as higher
than at start of Plans, but no
substantial changes to trading rules,
water access or other features. No
new restrictions on basic landholder
rights.

Implementation timeframes
continued to be slower than
intended, but extraction limits were
set at sustainable yields.
Commenced with the initiallyproposed requirements for
returning water for environmental
flows. Downstream communities put
pressure on Palerang and Canberra
to ensure surface and groundwater
recharge from upstream
subcatchments.
Water Sharing Plans reviewed after
5 years and replaced after 10 years.
Hydrological stress assessed as
higher than at start of Plans leads to
tightening of cease-to-pump, special
environmental rules and daily flow
sharing for dry conditions. Draft
WMA regulation under S.52(1) can
restrict basic landholder rights
through Reasonable Use Guidelines.
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bores and other water quality testing create
incentives and water quality knowledge
improves.
Additional Australian Government resources
provided for education, monitoring, enforcement
at local levels and implementation timeframes
improved. Extraction limits set at sustainable
yields and biennial reporting shows targets being
approached.
Commenced with the initially-proposed
requirements for returning water for
environmental flows. Downstream communities
put pressure on Palerang and Canberra to ensure
surface and groundwater recharge from
upstream subcatchments.
Water Sharing Plans reviewed after 5 years and
replaced after 10 years. Hydrological stress
assessed as higher than at start of Plans leads to
tightening of cease-to-pump, special
environmental rules and daily flow sharing for
dry conditions. To ensure continued water
availability, many water licence holders convert
to high flow access licenses and improve quality
of storage dams, and tank size. Regulation under
S.52(1) can restrict basic landholder rights
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through Reasonable Use Guidelines.
Palerang Council is resourced and has the
Palerang council is resourced and
political support to enforce environmental
Refusals of land development
has the political support to enforce
compliance. Harvestable rights restrictions
applications for environmental
Local
environmental compliance. Land and embedded in planning laws. Land and
reasons are successfully challenged in
Environmental
Environment Court upholds refusals Environment Court upholds refusals of land
the Land and Environment Court.
Planning
of land development for
development for environmental reasons.
Cross-border water supply gives ACT a
environmental reasons. ACT restricts Changes of land ownership are accompanied by
say in Palerang planning outcomes.
new developments.
re-licensing of bores and on-site-sewage
management systems and road upgrades.
Water abstraction in farm dams
increases by 10%. Rainwater capture Water abstraction in farm dams decreases by
Water abstraction in farm dams
in tanks is up 50% and groundwater 10%. Rainwater capture in tanks is 300% of 2012
increases by 20%. Rainwater capture
abstraction is up 21% with new
levels with new houses required to provide for
Water
in tanks is up 25% and groundwater
houses required to provide for
Sustainable Daily Yields (see Appendix 1).
availability
abstraction is up 25%. Total annual
Sustainable Daily Yields (see
Groundwater abstraction has stabilised at 2012
(see Appendix surface water abstraction for Western
Appendix 1). Total annual surface
levels. Total annual surface water abstraction for
2)
Palerang estimated at 24,894 ML per
water abstraction for Western
Western Palerang is estimated at 19,565ML per
year and licensed groundwater
Palerang estimated at 22,982ML per year and licensed groundwater abstraction at
abstraction at 3,121ML.
year and licensed groundwater
2,497ML.
abstraction at 3,021ML.
Note that Sustainable Yield estimates are as follows:
For surface water – 12,677-15,393ML per year (Beavis 2012, p.24).
For groundwater – 14,313-37,674ML per year (Beavis 2012, p.50). The Long Term Extraction Limits for the Bungendore Alluvium is 1,268ML
per year (NSW Office of Water (2011b).
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3

Telling stories

To help readers to imagine how each scenario would differ from the others, a series
of short stories is presented below. Each one briefly describes a fictional group of
people who could very likely be part of Palerang in 2022. These people are then
placed in each of the three scenarios, as a way of trying to bring the differences
between scenarios to life.

3.1

Going bush

A young family with two adults and two children move from Canberra onto an
established rural residential block in 2022. They bring along a cat and dog, buy two
ponies, keep the resident chickens and settle in.
Scenario 1 – there is a small dam for the ponies, and an unmetered bore
keeps it full. The water tank and roof area are relatively small. The unsealed
road into the property is well off the main road, and includes two small
causeways over dry creek beds.
Scenario 2 – there is a small dam and a metered bore keeps the water
trough full for ponies. The unsealed road into the property is close to the
main road and a low-level bridge provides the necessary creek crossing.
Scenario 3 – the roof area and water tank size are large enough to ensure
sustainable water supply even during long, dry periods. A metered bore
keeps the water trough full for ponies. The on-site-sewage management
system was upgraded before they took over the property. Their driveway
goes off a sealed road a d does ’t cross other ater a s.

3.2

Succession farming

The second of three children from a farming family decides to keep running the
500ha farm despite a more uncertain career than his siblings. The property includes
Queanbeyan River frontage with riparian rights and the farm has one dam per
paddock and an umetered bore. The property has been awarded low security
licence under the relevant Water Sharing Plans for unregulated surface water and
groundwater. The young farmer does an agricultural degree and learns modern,
water saving techniques that will build farm resilience to climate change. His
parents move into the smaller cottage, while he and his new wife take up the main,
old farmhouse.
Scenario 1 – new neighbours are closer than before, because of some rural
residential subdivisions in recent years. New weeds and uncontrolled dog
packs cause some trouble to the sheep. All of the water infrastructure is
legal since it was put in before the WMA, and he retains it while planning
new farming ventures. The bore seems to have lower pressure, and the
ater is less s eet tha he re e ers. E e duri g or al’ ears, his
ater e title e ts are less tha the far ’s historical a stractio s.
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Scenario 2 – he receives government funding to consolidate shallow dams
into two deeper ones, and pipes water to troughs in each paddock. Another
gra t pa s to eter the ore. He’s usi g less ater tha efore, ut the
cease-to-pump levels seem very close to normal river heights.
Scenario 3 – As with Scenario 2, he gets funding to consolidate dams and
meter the bore. He gets an extra rate grant to add water quality monitoring
to the bore, and learns that water quality is a concern, and the bore water is
undrinkable. His water allocations are reduced in 2017 and again in 2022
and he needs to change his stocking regime. He considers carbon farming,
but the water restrictions make farm forestry a questionable investment.

3.3

The country town

A young family with two adults and two children move from Canberra to a new
house near Bungendore in 2022. One parent commutes to Canberra each day, while
the other gets a part-time local job.
Scenario 1 – water rates are a bit higher than they were in Canberra, but
permanent water restrictions are the same so they are used to that. They
have a half-acre on a gentle slope of rough paddock-grass. Even with the
required water tank, their vision of a lush, private and productive garden
needs some adjustment.
Scenario 2 – Similar to scenario 1, but with a larger water tank and roof
area, consiste t ith the su di isio ’s sustai a le ater pla ’. Each house
is on a quarter-acre block, and the whole development is slightly closer to
Bungendore and feels more connected with the town and neighbours.
Scenario 3 – Similar to scenario 2, but the new development is within the
town boundaries. Water tastes different than in Canberra and water rates
are lo er. But to
ater ca ot e used o garde s. This fa il ’s house
has a grey water irrigation system approved for use on lawns and non-food
gardens, and a water tank for the vegetable patch. Some of their
neighbours have nearly filled their blocks with roofed areas and water tanks
and have very little green space in the yard.

3.4

Consider scenario resilience

To this point, the project has identified many ke issues for Wester Palera g’s
water future, described both the knowledge and uncertainties facing future water
users, and described three future scenarios.
‘eaders are o asked ho resilie t is each sce ario to likel e iro e tal
e e ts ? Li i g as we are with climate variability in Australia, events that are almost
certain to occur within the medium-term future (eg 10-50 years) include
consecutive low-rainfall years, including the probability of extended drought
conditions. Other extreme weather events will also occur, including extreme
rainfall, wind, heatwaves and bushfires. How well prepared are the people in each
scenario, for dealing with such events? These questions were answered through
community consultation.
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PART B – Communication and Consultation
4

Review and Revision

All of the project reports have benefited from three review processes which have
helped to ensure accuracy in the scientific results.
An initial internal peer review from the project team included academic colleagues
(Dr Sara Beavis, Professor Michael Hutchinson, Dr Su Wild-River) and council staff
(Simon Holloway, David Anthony) as well as a community member tasked with
developing consultation materials (Melinda Hillery).
All reports and results were then presented to a group of thirteen water
management experts, representing the NSW Office of Water, ActewAGL,
Waterwatch and the Upper Molonglo and Murrumbidgee Catchments, the
Australian National University, Landcare and local modelling expertise. This group in
particular on the three scenarios presented in this report to ensure that all of them
hold ater’ – being a logical group of feasible policy outcomes.
Both of the processes described above were used to identify and remove any
inaccuracies or oversights in the reports before their presentation to the wider
community.

5

Community Consultation Processes

The third review process has been through community consultation. Several
techniques have been used to assist the public communication of the complex
scientific results dealt within this report series.
1) The primary authors of each report prepared slides on key messages and
presented them at two consultation sessions,
2) Fact sheets were produced for each of the reports (including one for climate
change, and a second for climate variability), and provided at the community
consultation session. The fact sheets are in Appendix 4.
3) All reports were provided on the Palerang Council website prior to
community consultation meetings, and
4) A council phone number is published on the fact sheets, and readers are
encouraged to contact Planning at Palerang for further information.
5) A feedback sheet was produced to encourage people to express their views
on the project results, and to provide some consistency to responses. The
feedback sheet is included in Appendix 5.
The results were presented to the community at three sessions.
The Palerang Climate Change Committee received an early presentation in
2011, prior to the writing of this report, or development of scenarios.
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Palerang Council received a presentation on all reports – including the
scenarios, but prior to the release of fact sheets.
An open community consultation session was held in June 2012. This was
advertised in both Bungendore and Braidwood newspapers, as well as
through several other on-line, face-to-face, and direct communication
methods. The results are presented in Part C.
On receipt of a substantial amount of feedback through community consultation,
the project team were presented with two options – either:
take on the comments from the community to try to enhance the work
already presented, or
report in full all of the responses, with the aim of accurately and fully
reflecting feedback and encouraging further conversations and
enhancements in the future.
The latter option was taken – oth out of respect for the co
u it ’s i put, a d
also because the short timeframe for project completion did not allow for other
revisions. Part C then, aims at a comprehensive presentation of the responses from
community consultation.
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PART C – Community Responses
6

Workshop attendance

The Western Palerang Water Futures Community Consultation session held in the
Palerang Council Chambers in Bungendore on Wednesday 20 June was attended by
50 people. These included:
42 community members, including several councillors,
A project team of six, involved in presenting results and running the session,
The Council Mayor and General Manager.

7

Who responded

We received the following written submissions and other responses:
19 responses on the feedback form,
Six letters and emails (of which two were withheld from this report on the
subsequent request of their authors),
Three newspaper articles (Palerang Bulletin, Bungendore Mirror and
Braidwood Times)
One tweet,
“e e

likes’ a d si co

e ts o Face ook.

Most of the written responses contained some information about the respondent.
These give some information about the makeup of the group who attended. Figure
1 shows the localities that were identified by those responding. Most were from
Bungendore, but there was also representation from several other rural areas,
ranging right across Western Palerang. Only one respondent identified as living
outside of Western Palerang (in Canberra).
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Figure 1:

Number responding by locality
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Figure 2 shows what sorts of properties the survey respondents live in. Most were
rural residential landholders, and town residents were also well represented. Only
two landholders indicated that they live in rural areas. The proportion of rural
residential respondents is similar to the proportion within that land use across all of
Western Palerang (57% of the population). But town dwellers (25% of the
population) were better represented in their responses than were rural landholders
(18% of the population).

Figure 2:

Number responding by property type
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Figure 3 shows how long the respondents have been live in Palerang. The results
are bimodal – with most respondents having lived in Palerang for 2-10 years, or
ore tha
ears. Three people i dicated here that the do ’t li e i Palera g,
while two had lived here 10-20 years, and one arrived less than two years ago.
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Figure 3:

Years living in Palerang
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Methods for analysing and presenting
responses

The sections below report on the key themes, great ideas, insightful comments and
valuable feedback provided to Palerang as a result of this project. This section
describes the methods used to achieve this.
First it must be clearly stated that the feedback received, and reported here is not a
representative sample from Western Palerang from which we could draw statistical
inferences about the views of the entire population. Such a sample would need to
be sourced through a random process, and would also involve greater numbers
than are represented here. Hence there is no pretence at producing any
statistically-valid inferences from any responses.
The methods that are used to present results are semi-quantitative analytical
induction, using grounded theory methods.
Grounded theory methods aim to understand social phenomena by grouping data
i to a al tical categories’ – or themes. In this case the data are the responses to
the Water Futures reports and presentations. There are two key tests that must be
passed by a grounded theory theme. Each one must:
Fit the data by including every data point, not just the convenient ones, and
Work in helping to understand the issues (Strauss and Corbin 1990; Strauss
1987).
To identify themes from the response data, the author used the analytical induction
technique of reviewing all responses to each question, and then proposing short
phrases that seemed to sum up several of the responses. These were intended to
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represent ideas and opinions being expressed by several people. The answers that
fitted the phrase were then coded to that theme. The remaining answers were then
reviewed to try to identify other themes. This process continued until all of the
answers had been coded into at least one theme. Very long or complex answers
ere so eti es coded i to t o or ore the es, a d this o e-to- a ’ codi g
strategy is consistent with the research methods. What is essential in such an
i ducti e ethod is that all data fit’, a d o e are e cluded. I
ost cases, it took
several attempts to induce a complete set of themes that seemed to both fit and
work for all of the data, or answers to a specific question.
Note that as with any inductive social research method, the resulting themes that
have been proposed by this author will differ from themes identified by others. To
ensure transparency, and to allow other interested parties to propose alternative
results, all of the data (responses) are presented in full in Appendix 5. (There has
not been time to include all of the coding as part of this reporting).
The semi-quantitative element is in the bar graphs presented below. These simply
show how many responses aligned with each of the themes. While not representing
the broader community weightings associated with any issue, these are an
indication of how interested people have responded to the issues covered in the
Water Futures reports. This approach to analysis and reporting has previously been
useful in investigating local government natural resource management issues (see
Wild-River 2005, 2006).
The group of people whose views are reported here were clearl i terested’ i
these issues. Each was self-selected by their attendance at a Wednesday night
meeting, and their interest is further demonstrated by their further efforts to make
a submission. About two-thirds of these submissions were collected directly after
the workshop, and the remainder were submitted in the days that followed. The
sample is therefore biased towards those with a prior interest in water, planning
and other issues covered in the reports, towards people who wish to contribute to
public debate on these matters. The respo de t’s prior interests were evident in
their responses to I ca e alo g to ight ecause . Figure prese ts the analytical
themes drawn from the responses.
It is worth noting that ei g i terested’ i ater a d de elop e t issues does ot
infer a specific attitude towards them. We would certainly expect a robust mix of
pro- and anti-development, as well as pro- and anti-conservation among the group
gathered for the workshop. These contrasting perspectives were very clearly
expressed during question time. They are also suggested by the responses below –
where an equal number of people express an interest in water and sustainability,
and in planning and development issues. Among this group, we would only expect
significant agreement on project findings and their implications if the data, reports
and presentations, are very convincing.
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Figure 4:

Stated reason for attending
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Responses to the full set of reports

The first group of questions on the response sheets focused on the findings from
reports on population pressures, water resources, water quality and climate
variability/change.
In analysing these results, it quickly became clear that the responses expressed
their author’s degree of co cer a out each of these issues. Each respo se could
readily be classified as indicating concern, no concern, or possible concern. Figure 5
shows the number of responses that were counted within each classification.
Examples of concerned responses include:
Housing numbers: Concerned that housing and population growth strategies by
Palerang Council do not consider cumulative impact in water resources.
Water resources: Alarm at how the huge number of dams particularly in the Yass
River catchment makes us catchment criminals. Our 'lifestyle' obsession is stopping
the Yass River flowing.

Water quality: Concerned with increasing number of on-site effluent disposal
systems that rely on landowners to ensure that these systems work effectively.
Climate change: Massive effect.

An absence of concern was expressed as follows:
Housing numbers: I have no concern about either the housing numbers or their
location as they have evolved in accordance with the structured planning documents.
Water quality: No concerns.

Climate change: The cli ate cha ge

aterial as u co i ci g….
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Responses classified as possibly showing concern (maybe) included the following.
Housing numbers: Uncertain.
Water resources: Informative presentation - more to be absorbed.
Water quality: Erosive pressures are not necessarily increased by subdivision and
denser population in rural areas. Many properties are better managed as smaller
holdings in this fragile country.
Climate change: Not drastically, compared with population growth and poor land
and water management.

It is clear from the graphs that most of the people attending were concerned about
the issues raised in the water reports. The level of concern was relatively even for
water resources, water quality and climate variability/change. More people
expressed concerns about housing numbers than about any other issue raised in
the reports.

Figure 5:

Concerned about issues raised in reports?
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Water resources

There appeared to be five broad themes among the responses to the water
resources report. The two themes raised by most respondents expressed strategies
for dealing with water resource issues generally. These were the need for more
education, knowledge and monitoring, and the need for a precautionary approach
to water resource management. Some people also expressed a particular concern
about the growing number of farm dams that had been identified in the report. The
sentiment that population and water issues are inherently tied together was also
expressed.
Another perspective that was mentioned rarely but forcefully, and is worthy of
further discussion was the view that Lake George should not be classified as being
within the Murray Darling Basin because it is a closed system, and water does not
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flow from this catchment further down into the lower Murrumbidgee. This theme is
discussed in Section 13.3 below.
An example of comments that were classified into each of these themes is in the list
below. Figure 6 shows the number of comments received that were consistent with
each theme. The uestio as What is your response to the issues raised in the water

report?”

Need for more education, knowledge, monitoring: No matter what actions
are chosen, there needs to be a monitoring program implemented to assess
their effect on the direction that water use and water quality are taking to
enable adaptive management.
Need to take a precautionary approach: Very interesting. Should – in fact
must – be seen as precautionary data.
Concerned about the dams: The dams!
Population issues = water issues: It is obvious that rural residential
development is unsustainable. It is also more difficult to manage water
demand and supply in rural areas.
Lake George should not be considered to be in the MDB: What about Lake
George as Bungendore's main supply? Why should Lake George drainage system be
dumped with Murray Basin?

Figure 6:

Responses to the Water Resources Report
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Water quality

There were seven themes identified among responses to the water quality report.
Four people stated that lower water quality would result from increased population
growth. Three disagreed with this notion, arguing that there are benefits to dams
and to small holdings. Such benefits include the capacity to control run-off, and
hence the downstream transfer of water pollution, and the capacity for small
landholders to manage fragile landscapes. These contradictory viewpoints within
the community are worthy of further discussion (see Section 13.2 below).
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Four respondents stressed the need for monitoring, knowledge and education
about water quality issues. Calls such as these were among the answers to most
questions and are discussed further in Section 13.1 below.
Several people expressed concern about specific contaminants or contaminant
sources. On-Site Sewage Management Systems and salt were the examples.
Here are some examples of statements that were classified into the different
themes about water quality. Figure 7 shows how many responses were classified
i to each the e. The uestio as Do you have any concerns about water quality in
West Palerang?”

Higher populations will lower water quality: Yes. Manageable at present, but
inevitably pollution will rise with creeping subdivision.

Need monitoring, knowledge, education:
Dams and small holdings can help: Erosive pressures are not necessarily
increased by subdivision and denser population in rural areas. Many
properties are better managed as smaller holdings in this fragile country.
OSSMs: Yes. Concerned with increasing number of on-site effluent disposal
systems that rely on landowners to ensure that these systems work
effectively.
Salt: Salt content of Bungendore water. New treatment plant should fix it.
Not sure: Uncertain
No concerns: No concerns.

Figure 7:

Responses to the Water Quality Report
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Population pressures

Responses to the population pressures report were similar to those for the water
quality report in that there was agreement about the need for research and greater
knowledge, and disagreement about the effects on water of population growth.
Five people commented that it is the style of development, and not the numbers
themselves that create problems. Two respondents considered that population
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growth is not a problem if water is managed well. Three people had contrary views,
believing population growth to be a fundamental problem and that there is a need
to limit population growth.
O e perso

as ’t co cer ed a out populatio pressures.

Here are so e a s ers to the uestio : How do you feel about housing numbers and
their location in West Palerang now and in the future?” These show the type of answers
that were classified into each theme. A graph showing the distribution of responses is in
Figure 8.

The issue is the type of development, not the numbers: Numbers are not a
big issue. Style (eg block size) is. Continued reduction of block sizes and
increased rural residential numbers are a slow but sure way to buggering up
our water supplies.
More research and knowledge needed: 90 families per year into the area?
Seems high although pressure will be huge from the ACT region.
Need to limit population growth: concerned that housing and population
growth strategies by Palerang Council do not consider cumulative impact in
water resources.
Population is not a problem if water is managed well: No limitation with
smart planning of water use
Not concerned: I have no concern about either the housing numbers of their
location as they have evolved in accordance with the structured planning
documents, eg current YLEP 2002.

Figure 8:

Responses to Population Pressures Report
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Climate change

There appeared to be three distinct responses to climate change. There were equal
numbers of responses calling for adaptation to mitigate climate change as for
management to avoid its impacts. Many also proposed further research to enhance
knowledge and prepare for impacts. The research called for here was local-level
research – monitoring rainfall and temperature within Western Palerang to inform
other planning and water management decisions.
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Here are so e e a ples of a s ers to the uestio

How do you think climate
change and climate variability will affect the future of West Palerang?” The frequency of
responses is shown in Figure 9.

Improve management to avoid impacts: With the prospect of more
subdivision the pressure on both surface and groundwater will be
unsustainable unless it is regulated. Greater risks of land degradation from
heavier rain events and through overgrazing.
Adapt to mitigate impacts: If the suggestion that we are heading into a
prolonged period of below average rainfall is correct, there is likely to be an
increased weed incursion; ground cover is likely to reduce and the increased
frequency and intensity of summer storms is likely to increase the incidence
of turbidity in the streams. The incidence of wildfire is likely to exacerbate
the problems associated with reduced ground cover.
Enhance knowledge to prepare for impacts: We need to observe, record,
predict as we have always done. It should not significantly affect West
Palerang more than other areas in the region.
No need for action: Not drastically, compared with population growth and
poor land and water management.

Figure 9:

Suggested responses to climate change
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Responses to scenarios

Three questions sought responses to the scenarios that were described above.
Answers to those questions are discussed here.

10.1

Unlikely future scenarios

Everyone who answered the uestio Is there anything in these scenarios that seems too
unlikely to consider?” talked about Scenario 1 – Holding Course, which is intended to
describe our current trajectory for water management.
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Many responses were contradictory. Some people felt that Holding Course is impossible
because it is unsustainable and therefore unwise. Others considered it impossible to shift
away from Holding Course. Contradictory responses such as these are discussed further in
Section 13.2.
The other theme in these answers was incredulity about the idea of cross-border water
supply – the idea of reticulated water from Canberra or Queanbeyan that is also a part of
Scenario 1.
Some examples of responses to this question are below, and the distribution of responses
is in Figure 10.
Can't consider Holding Course because its unsustainable: A 'do-nothing'
scenario that allows rural residential to continue unsustainably is not acceptable.
Note that rural residential development also increases road travel and cost of
maintaining roads, and is economically unsustainable.
Unlikely that we'll be able to shift away from Holding Course: It may be very
difficult to re-licence bores and buy back water allocations (people don't
understand that they only have the right to USE water, not OWN it).
Reticulated water from Canberra/Queanbeyan: Piping water from elsewhere.

Figure 10:

Anything in the scenarios too unlikely to consider?
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Preferred scenario

I a s er to the uestio Which of the 3 future scenarios do you prefer for West
Palerang and why?” the majority of respondents preferred Scenario 3 (Making Waves)
which diverges most strongly from the current trajectory. A surprisingly large group also
responded to this closed question with suggestions for an alternative Scenario 4 with even
stronger sustainability themes. There were several suggested names for such a scenario but
the o e selected here for reporti g as Catchi g Wa es .
Figure 11 shows the distribution of responses. Only one person preferred the current
trajectory. Two liked Scenario 2 with its slightly stronger planning and regulatory regimes.
Some examples of responses that were coded into each of these themes is here:
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Holding Course: I would seriously disagree with any option other than business as
usual as a future scenario for west Palerang
Rocking the Boat: Rocking the Boat

Making Waves: Making waves. Some of these parameters are already the case.
Catching Waves: None. To achieve the necessary results, the adopted route
must ensure better data recording, better management of bore licensing,
better knowledge of reducing water consumption and reduction of existing
oversized private dams.

Figure 11:

Preferred scenario
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Answers to the uestio

which of the three scenarios would be best under drought
conditions and why?” were similar to responses to a preferred scenario – with two
differences.
First – fewer people selected Scenarios 1 and 2 as being better in drought than
nominated them as preferred scenarios. This suggests a recognition that business as
usual, and minor changes will not best-prepare Western Palerang for extreme
weather events.
Second – even more people were moved to envisage a fourth scenario when
confronted with the idea of a drought. Figure 12 shows that the most common
answer to this question defied its boundaries by imagining a fourth, uninvited (but
quite welcome) scenario. The specific features of such a scenario were not identical
between answers. But the intention of even further strengthening planning,
regulation, incentives, enforcement, knowledge and education were clear among
many responses.
Some of the answers to this question are here:
Holding Course: Status quo. Bungendore has doubled in size and uses half the
water it previously used
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Rocking the Boat: Rocking the boat. Regulation is already in place and it is easier
to adjust as needed.
Making Waves: Making waves seems the most preferable, because it appears to
be the preferable path to long term sustainability while allowing a gradual increase
in the rate base for Palerang.

Catching Waves: 3 is better than 2 is better than 1. But I don't like any of them.

Figure 12:

Best scenario under drought conditions
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How to improve the scenarios

Answers to the uestio

Is there a different scenario that would be better than these
three? Can you describe it?” have defied this author’s coding attempts. One

respondent took the time to describe a whole new scenario 4 (Catching Waves)
with characteristics for all of the parameters that were used in developing the initial
set. This proposed scenario was as follows:
Climate – no involvement other than recording data and informing the community
Housing growth – purely supply/demand
Reticulated water – not considered a viable alternative
Groundwater – extraction limits as determined by NSWOW
Surface water – thorough review of existing conditions and reduce storage capacity
of all oversized dams
Quality – thorough control is required in any scenario
National Water Initiative – earliest determination of goals and means of
implementing
Basin Plan – does not affect the Lake George Catchment. Needs the earliest
determination of realistic extraction and storage limits and implementation.
Local Environmental Plan – no impact on bore re-licensing
Abstraction – as permitted by NSWOW in context of basin controls.

Rather than interpret the other responses to this question, it seems better to
reproduce them in full. Here is the list.
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Beyond Making Waves. More accountability for unlicensed bores. A new case study
for an aging couple.
Restrict population growth in to urban areas. Make it a condition of urban
developments that houses supply their own water via tanks.
Yes, start again.
Replace with expert descriptions of implications of scenarios. What is the agreed
objective? Increased density? Increased residence? Sustainability?
New 4th. With more education. Improve risk management now.
Yes. The Local Government authority needs to have the power to insist. Need to
differentiate household water needs from others. Household usage is negligible.
Could identify bores and large dams to a development and sell the water, and
regulate it according to availability.
There are components of policy that are baseline requirements to achieve either of
scenarios 2 or 3. It is not clear to me how clearly the report spells these out.
"Catching Waves". Moderate policy but strong voluntary undertakings. Individual.
Identifying unlicensed bores and controlling them. Sustainable property audit
which relates to property value and informed decision making.
Housing in West Palerang governed by infill policies. This will impose stress on
Village infrastructure and ultimately will require use of Greenfield expansion
Incentives to fill in farm dams on rural residential properties, and establish
community water supply and reticulate it along with several other services such as
fibre optic broadband and natural gas. How likely? Not!
Scenario 4. Less houses = less water demand = more water to go around.
More control at the shire planning level for purchase and development of
subdivisions.

11

Suggested actions

Two questions sought people’s ideas a out actio s eeded to
preferred scenarios. Responses are presented here.

11.1

o e to ards

At the community level

There ere t o practical respo ses to the uestio What do we need to change at the
community level to get to your preferred scenario?” The first focused on education, and
more than half of all responses to this question proposed this action. No-one disagreed
with the suggestion for community education and it is one of the common themes
discussed in Section 13.1.
The second suggestion was for better or stronger planning decisions. A further two
responses did not propose any actions – one because it is too hard, and one because the
community is already doing it. Each of these responses was contradicted at least once, and
they are discussed in Section 13.2, which focuses on differing viewpoints.
Examples of answers to this question are here:
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Education: Educate, Educate, Educate
Better planning: Councils LEP needs to reflect "Making Waves" by reducing future
opportunities for rural residential development. Urban development is more
sustainable in towns and villages where water demand management can be more
effective.

Too hard to address at community level: Too difficult
The single, lo g respo se that as coded as Community is already achieving
sustainable water use seems worth reproducing in full:
At the community level – the community is well aware of the need to control water
consumption. A perfect example of how a community can achieve the required
results regarding water management is in Bungendore, Lake George catchment.
Over the past 11 years in the village of Bungendore population has increased more
than 65% yet the annual water extraction has not exceeded the 2001 demand
figure of 276ML. This is due to:
o Implementation of appropriate water restrictions when necessary,
o Community awareness
o Unpredictable rainfall events,
o BASIX housing fittings, plumbing arrangements,
o Palerang Council Water Plan (DCP) which includes requirements for
rainwater tanks.

Figure 13:

What needs to change at a community level?
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Better planning

Too hard to address at Community is already
community level
achieving sustainable
water use

At the local government level

The uestio of What do we need to do at a local government planning level to get to
your preferred scenario?” elicited responses around five themes.
The most common response focused on increasing water regulation, enforcement and
incentives. It is somewhat surprising that none of the responses to any question have
contradicted this call for greater regulation and enforcement – after all it is not often that
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people want more regulation. This is discussed in Section 13.1 as one of the common
themes from the responses.
Calls for bold planning decisions were another theme commonly expressed in responses to
this question. Frustration with inconsistent, incremental and uninformed planning was
evident here.
Other people called for community education and greater knowledge. There were also two
comments suggesting that poor water management is sometimes the result of the current
requirements for On Site Sewage Management Systems and dams. These are some of the
enduring issues discussed again in Section 13.3.
Figure 14 shows the distribution of answers, and examples of some specific answers to
these questions are here:

Increase water regulation, enforcement and incentives: Insist on water selfsufficiency. Encourage the state government to get serious about limiting water
entitlements in rural residential areas.
Make bold planning decisions: Stand up to pressure for continual creeping
subdivision into smaller and smaller blocks

Provide community education: Education
Gain more knowledge eg monitoring: Proper investigation of groundwater
quantity.

Change the rules for OSSMSs and dams: Council needs to be prepared to
consider a range of sewage treatment systems. Council remains prescriptive to
certain types. Reed beds etc.

Figure 14:

What does Palerang need to do?
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Provide
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Gain more
knowledge eg
monitoring
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12

Other comments

Finally, there was a question asking for any other comments. Answers to these were
grouped into three themes – appreciation of the work, criticism of the consultation
process and criticism of the work.
Equal numbers expressed an appreciation of the substantive reports, as were
critical of the consultation process. The work was generally considered to be of a
high standard, and people expressed gratitude for it. The consultation was
however, considered to be rushed, with the presentations of findings too short, and
the workshop process and discussion limited. Two people criticised the quality of
the work itself.
Some examples of responses are here:
Appreciation of the work: Thank you.
Criticism of the consultation process: The workshop was too rushed.
Criticism of the work: You need to look at it all again.

Figure 15:

Other comments
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Criticism of the consultation
process

Criticism of the work

Synthesising responses

This section identifies several common themes, points of disagreement and
enduring questions that were expressed by respondents. In doing so it identifies
priorities for further work that emerged from an analysis of the community
feedback to Water Futures Reports.

13.1

Common themes

This section identifies several themes that were frequently found among responses,
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and about which no-one disagreed1. The strongest themes to emerge were for:
Greater knowledge of the groundwater resource,
Community education about water management,
Greater regulation of water resources,
Reticulated water from Canberra/Queanbeyan is unlikely and unnecessary.
There were many calls to improve knowledge of the groundwater resources in
Western Palerang, and no-one disagreed. Further monitoring and reporting of
existing bores, their capacities, their impacts on groundwater tables were all
suggested.
In addition to learning more about groundwater, many people argued for wide
distribution of knowledge generated from such studies. There were calls to circulate
the respo ses to the Water ‘esources report as ell as to educate, educate,
educate’ a out ater a age e t.
Beyond education there were also several calls for greater regulation of water
resources. Suggestions ranged from auditing, licensing and metering the bores to
strengthening controls on dams, and requirements for water tanks into planning
decisions. There was also support for the types of incentives for water conservation
that were proposed for Scenario 2 and 3 (Rocking the Boat and Making Waves)
Several people expressed the view that cross-border water supply is unnecessary
and unlikely. No-one expressed support for cross-border supplies.

13.2

Differing viewpoints

There is disagreement within the community about many issues, and some were
evident in responses to these reports. It seems most likely that the answers to these
dilemmas are neither simple to understand nor easy to communicate, but that
fosteri g u dersta di g ould e efit Palera g’s ater future. E gagi g i
respectful, safe discussion of the following issues may help build consensus about
the best ways forward for water management.
The issues about which there was disagreement, or call for further discussion
included:
The relationship between population growth and water management,
The quality and outcomes of current planning practices,
Whether scenario 1 (Holding Course) is even possible, given that it appears
unsustainable, and
Community capacity to deliver solutions.

There as o e respo de t ho rote start agai ’ agai st ost uestio s, ut this as ot specific
enough to allow for effective coding, or to show clear disagreement with any widely-expressed
views.
1
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There were many opinions about whether there is a direct correlation between
population growth and a decline of water resource availability and quality.
Some respondents have argued that population growth will necessarily diminish
water availability and quality. Others have argued that with proper
management, population growth can be accommodated without degradation.
Some further questions could be:
Where are the examples of proper management that allows development
without degradation?
What lessons can be learned from these?
Are there limits, thresholds or other factors beyond which development is
inadvisable?
The overwhelming bulk of responses tackling planning issues expressed concerns
about poor planning decisions, especially the continuing approval of rural
residential subdivisions. Population growth in general was a concern for many.
However there were individual indications of approval for current planning
practices that provided a counterpoint to these views. And several people
expressed a clear opinion that population growth in itself is not problematic, but
the way it is done that is the issue. Planning issues are clearly and unsurprisingly
contentious. Yet the strength of the preference for future scenarios along the lines
of Maki g Wa es’ a d e o d sho s a pote tial for co se sus a out the est
long-term outcomes from current planning decisions. This suggests that discussions
on planning issues could benefit from a continued focus on long-term consequences
of decisions taken now.
The contradictory responses to Scenario 1 (Holding Course) are interesting because
that scenario is our current trajectory but was considered both impossible and
unavoidable. Several people expressed the view that Scenario 1 is unlikely to occur
because it is unsustainable and clearly a bad idea. Others were equally convinced
that it would not be possible to shift from this trajectory. Scenario 1 appears to
present the community with a paradox that will be resolved in the future. The
continued use of scenario planning could assist in understanding that resolution
over time. If we continue on the Scenario 1 trajectory then it will show that unwise
decisions are indeed possible. Shifting from an unsustainable path may
demonstrate local capacity for wise choices.
There were contradictory views about the capacity of communities to improve
water management. Some thought it was not possible for communities to make the
necessary changes. Others considered that the community is already sufficiently
knowledgeable and committed to sustainable water management. They cited water
reductions in Bungendore over the last decade which have coincided with strong
population growth. These are i teresti g poi ts, a d Bu ge dore’s successes i
achieving water savings are certainly worthy of wider discussion.

13.3

Enduring questions

Some questions were asked but not answered either within these reports or in the
public consultation session. But they are worthwhile mentioning, and useful starting
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points for ongoing research and debate. They include questions about:
The inclusion of Lake George in the Murray Darling Basin,
The impact of forestry on climate change, and
The appropriateness of current legal requirements for water management.
A small but vocal group questioned whether Lake George should be included in the
Murray Darling Basin, and whether there is a need for water conservation in this
area, since water in this catchment is not needed for flows downstream. The
presence of a wetland of national significance, as well as significant groundwater
resources are counterpoints to this argument. But it does seem like a discussion
that could usefully be had.
Questions were raised about the impact of forests, forestry and other vegetation, in
mitigating the impacts of climate change, and otherwise assisting with water
management. Further discussion of these matters could well assist in achieving
several natural resource management outcomes that are beyond the scope of this
work. Bushfire management, biodiversity conservation and wind-breaks are all
potential benefits of greater community understanding of forest management.
Several people questioned the value of particular sets of legal requirements
applying to water management – especially in rural residential areas. There was
some uncertainty about the current requirements in discussion during the
consultation sessions and in written responses. Several people thought that the
new Local Environmental Plan would address some of these issues. The
requirements that were questioned included:
An emphasis on septic systems, where composting toilets might
generate less pollution and use less water,
Requirements for dams in some circumstances, and
Constraints on the capacity to install water tanks, or lack of
requirements for large tanks.
It does seem reasonable to expect consideration of water-saving alternatives to
historical practices during the finalisation of the Palerang Local Environmental Plan.
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Appendix 1 Population and housing calculations
This appendix presents the methodology used to estimation the number of houses
by zone for Western Palerang in 2012.
Houses, rather than people are used as a basis for the discussion, because the
infrastructure used to harvest water are most closely associated with householdsper-zone, than with any other demographic statistic. For instance, we know that all
Bungendore urban houses receive reticulated groundwater, while no rural houses
are reticulated to urban water supplies, but instead carry harvestable water rights
for household and domestic use. In addition, there are many more houses than the
recorded number of households from the population census due to residents not
completing the Census form (eg because of travelling), their principal place of
residence being recorded as elsewhere in Australia, or properties temporarily
vacant due to sale or tenant vacancy.
Table 4 shows the number of houses in Western Palerang in 2008, based on council
air photograph mapping. The 2012 numbers are estimated using the 2.4% annual
growth rate estimated for Western Palerang by NSW Department of Infrastructure
and Planning (NSWDPI 2010). Council has also provided estimates on the total
potential new lots that could be approved in rural and rural residential zones under
both the current, and proposed Local Environment Plans. This is based on an
assessment of the number and size of properties currently in those zonings. For
instance, the smallest property size allowed in the Rural Residential Zoning is 6
hectares, and so the potential for new Rural Residential lots is calculated as half of
all Total Rural Residential Lots over 12 hectares (taking account of road reserves
and other features not able to be developed). The calculations also take account of
averaging, recognising that one possible mode of subdivision involves the creation
of one large lot, and one or more minimum ones that cannot be further subdivided.
Table 4:

Estimated house numbers by zoning

Zoning

Houses in 2008

In 2012 with
2.4% annual
growth

Rural Residential- E4
Rural E3 -RU1, Ru2
Urban (Bungendore +
Captains Flat)
Total

2,277
704

2,496
772

1,084
479

999

1,095

-

3,980

4,362

-

Potential
future houses

Estimations for 2022 are as follows:
Scenario 1: Holding course – household growth continues at the high end of
predictions, with 1180 new houses in Palerang, a 27% increase compared
with 2012. Water supply costs have increased in the towns, and permanent
water restrictions have been introduced, but there are no new restrictions
on water availability for new rural residential lots. This creates a premium on
rural residential subdivision, and 800 of the new houses are in rural
residential areas. The proportion of houses in each zoning has shifted and
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there are now 23% in urban areas, 59% in rural residential and 18% in rural
areas.
Scenario 2: Rocking the boat – household growth is midway between the
two population estimates 1,000 new households in western Palerang - a
23% increase. New requirements for achieving sustainable yields in rural and
rural residential areas have created more balance between urban and rural
residential development. The proportion of houses in each zoning is now
28% in urban areas, 54% in rural residential and 18% in rural areas.
Scenario 3: Making waves – household growth is at the low end of
population estimates, with 785 new houses in western Palerang – an 18%
increase. New sustainable yield water requirements in rural residential areas
have increased the cost of rural residential subdivision compared with urban
development, and most new houses are in the towns. The proportion of
houses in each zoning is now 31% in the towns, 52% in rural residential and
17% in rural zones.
Table 5:

Household estimates for each scenario
2012

1

2

3

% change

1.27%

1.23%

1.18%

Numeric change

1,180

1,000

785

% Urban houses

25%

23%

28%

31%

Number of urban houses

1,095

1,275

1,495

1,615

% Rural residential houses

57%

59%

54%

52%

Number of rural residential houses

2,496

3,296

2,896

2,676

% Rural houses

18%

18%

18%

17%

Number of rural houses

772

972

972

857

Total houses

4,362

5,542

5,362

5,147

Totals may not sum because percentages are rounded to whole numbers.
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Appendix 2 Water demand calculations
The best available data on water resources for Western Palerang does not include a
comprehensive water balance, showing rainfall, recharge and extraction rates. But
much relevant data for estimating water balances is contained in the Water
Resources Report (Beavis 2012). So too does the draft Macro approach for water
sharing plans – the approach for unregulated rivers or relevant draft Water Sharing
Plans (NSWOW 2010). See also the Fact Sheet on Water Resources in Western
Palerang.
This Appendix presents the calculations that were used to estimate water
availability impacts of different scenarios in the absence of comprehensive baseline
data. The author does ot clai that these esti atio s are close to the truth’ of
water availability. Instead, this is presented as a first attempt to present a rough
water balance seeking to show broad differences in future water availability that is
implied by the three scenarios. The actual quantities arrived at here are likely to
differ considerably from the (highly uncertain) truth, but the broad direction and
quantum of changes, and the relationships between them should be sound.
The modelling presented in the Water Resources Report identified areas where
water capture in dams is over 500% of sustainable yields in parts of Western
Palerang (see fact sheet on Water Resources in Appendix 4). The total surface flow
reductions from these are estimated at 20,153 ML per year. Water captured in
tanks is estimated as the number of houses x 100,000L, which is 436 ML/year.
The report estimated sustainable yield for groundwater at between 14,313 and
37,674 ML/year. It also presented evidence that groundwater aquifers across the
study area are being used beyond sustainable limits. Current estimated use for
licensed groundwater total 2,497ML per year, which is well below the lower limit
for groundwater usage. These results support general expert opinion that licensed
bores represent just a small fraction of total groundwater usage.
The following assumptions are used to estimate water demand for each scenario:
2012: Current estimates: These are based on the best estimates from the
Water Resources Report.
Scenario 1: Holding course – Water diversion to farm dams is estimated at a
20% increase from 2011. This is slightly less than the estimated rise in
population, because enforcement of harvestable rights after subdivision
would result in some dams being filled in on new subdivisions on properties
currently exceeding sustainable yields.
Scenario 2: Rocking the boat – Restrictions on the creation of new water
entitlements and water buy-backs mean that estimates are for only a 10%
increase in surface water diversions in farm dams. New requirements for
water tanks have led to greater capture and use of rainwater for household
use, and this is estimated to have doubled per household compared to the
past.
Scenario 3: Making waves – Restrictions on the creation of new water
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entitlements, water buy-backs, other incentives and enforcement have led
to a 10 per cent decrease in surface water diversions from farm dams and
surface water licences and entitlements. New requirements for water tanks
have tripled the amount being kept in those storages for each house. Public
information campaigns have encouraged household efficiency in urban
areas, and this has held groundwater usage constant, despite an increased
number of households.
(Table and notes over page to ensure all visible in one view)
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Note that Sustainable Yield estimates are as follows:
For surface water – 12,677-15,393ML per year (Beavis 2012, p.24).
For groundwater – 14,313-37,674ML per year (Beavis 2012, p.50). The Long
Term Extraction Limits for the Bungendore Alluvium is 1,268ML per year
(NSW Office of Water (2011b).
Table 6:

Water diversion estimates for each scenario
2022
2012

Holding
course

Rocking
the boat

Making
waves

Total households

4,362

5,542

5,362

5,147

Farm dams % change

Starting point

120%

110%

90%

Farm dams total annual diversions

20,153ML

24,184ML

22,168 ML

18,138ML

Water tank % change

Starting point

125%

150%

300%

Water tank total annual diversions

436 ML**

545 ML

654 ML

1,308 ML

Licensed annual surface water usage

132ML

165ML

160ML

119ML

Total annual surface water usage

20,721

24,894

22,982

19,565

Groundwater % change

Starting point

125%

121%

100%

Total annual licensed groundwater
usage

2,497 ML***

3,121ML

3,021ML

2,497ML

Total estimated annual water
interruption

23,218 ML

28,015ML

26,003 ML

22,062 ML

*calculated as the amount of water stored in farm dams + 5890ml/a. The latter
amount is an estimate of net annual evaporation (NAE), calculated as:
NAE =
average (pan coefficient x pan evaporation – precipitation)
=
0.74 x 2000 – 648
=
832mm/year
Then dam area x NAE = 5890ML/a (Beavis pers. Comm. 2012).
** Calculated as the number of houses x 100,000L = 436ML.
*** Calculated as the measured use of Groundwater from Beavis 2012 = 2237ML
per year, plus Bu ge dore’s usage =
ML per year. Note that this is likely a
significant under-estimation as anecdotal evidence suggests up to four unlicensed
bores exist for every one licensed.
**** Water Allocation Estimate from Table 8 Beavis 2012.
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Appendix 3 Sustainable Daily Yield
4a Bungendore
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4b Yass
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4c Braidwood
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